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Report Abuse

Call: Office of Children's
Services

1-800-478-4444
AND

Local Law enforcement

Do you know the 
warning signs of an

abuser?
Be on alert if

another individual
does the following:

Goes out of their way
to spend time alone
with your child.
Prefers the company of
children over adults.
Showers your child
with gifts or attention.
Encourages your child
to bend or break rules.
Offers your child
alcohol, drugs, or
pornographic
materials.



Talk with your children about
appropriate boundaries. 
Let them know they can come to
you if a situation makes them
uncomfortable.
Help your child become aware of
methods used by those who wish to
take advantage of them.
Children will often tell a friend of
abuse or of a situation when
boundaries are violated. Talk with
your child about how to help a
friend who might be in trouble by
talking with an adult.
Let your children know that you will
not punish them if they report
suspicious or inappropriate
behavior.

Here are some tips:

 

How can you help

prevent your

children from

becoming victims? 

What to Teach

your Child

Stay Calm! Based on your
reaction, your child will
decide how to feel.

Listen carefully

Tell your child it was not
his/her fault and that you
love them.

Tell your child they are
believed, safe, and did
the right thing in telling
you.

 Report the abuse to local
law enforcement and
Office of Children's
Services. They will get
you the help you need. 

If Your Child 
Discloses Abuse:

Teach the names of body parts1.

Teaching the anatomical words for body
parts lets a child know that it is okay and
safe to discuss parts of their body with
you. Knowing the correct names for
body parts allows a child to express

specifically and without ambiguity when
a violation has occurred.

2. Teach rules about body parts

It is important to teach children that their
genitals are a part of their body that

others do not touch or look at, outside of
a medical exam when their parent is

present. Your child should also be taught
not touch or look at anyone else's

genitals.  

3. Teach what to do if someone

breaks the rules

Reassure your child that if someone else
breaks these rules it is never their fault. 

 Your child needs to know they will not be
in trouble. Help your child to recognize
adults they can go to if these rules are
broken. Let your child known that when
they tell of a broken rule, you can keep

them safe. 


